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ABSTRACT In speech synthesis by unit concatenation a major point is
the denition of the unit inventory Diphone or demisyllable inventories are
widely used but both unit types have their drawbacks This paper describes
a mixed inventory structure which is syllable oriented but does not demand
a denite decision about the position of a syllable boundary In the deni
tion process of the inventory the results of a comprehensive investigation
of coarticulatory phenomena at syllable boundaries were used as well as a
machine readable pronunciation dictionary An evaluation comparing the
mixed inventory with a demisyllable and a diphone inventory conrms that
speech generated with the mixed inventory is superior regarding general ac
ceptance A segmental intelligibility test shows the high intelligibility of the
synthetic speech
 Introduction
Demisyllables PS and diphones KW are the two main paradigms
in the design of inventories for concatenative speech synthesis Both have
their advantages and their drawbacks The demisyllable paradigm claims
that coarticulation is minimized at syllable boundaries and only simple con
catenation rules are necessary However	 this assumption is only partially
valid for German Heavy coarticulation e
ects occur at syllable boundaries
for instance nasallateral plosive releases in Mitleid mitl uait or ab
machen apmaxn	 or initial devoicing in Aufsatz  uaYfzats or Haus
bau h uaYsb uaY Ko The diphone model	 on the other hand	 assumes
that coarticulative e
ects occur only between adjacent sounds in a domain
limited by the centers of the pertinent sounds Coarticulation is largely
planned Wh	 and the resulting phenomena for instance lip rounding
may extend over several segments The partial invalidity of the diphone
assumption led Olive Ol to augmenting a diphone inventory with addi
tional units
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Our previous synthesis system HADIFIX Po used a combination of
initial demisyllables	 diphones vowel to postvocalic consonant transitions
and suxes postvocalic consonant clusters In our own experience	 e
ects
such as the ones described above could not be adequately modeled with
HADIFIX	 and this di
erence from natural speeech not only degrades the
naturalness but also the intelligibility of the synthetic speech Moreover	 we
had serious problems with postvocalic sonorants synthesized by two units
meeting in the middle of the sound A formal evaluation of segmental intel
ligibility Po revealed that unit boundaries inside postvocalic sonorants
lead to undesirable spectral jumps and to misperceptions of the pertinent
sounds These experiments convinced us that neither diphones nor demi
syllables are sucient for high quality synthesis of German utterances
 Investigating Natural Speech
  Material
German phonotactics is governed by syllabledomain phenomena	 nal de
voicing being just one example Therefore	 a syllablebased inventory de
nition Fm is appropriate However	 two phenomena must be taken into
account
  The number of syllables in German is very large Demisyllables PS
can be used instead FML	 but vowel reduction in unstressed syl
lables might require a number of additional demisyllables
  Coarticulation at syllable boundaries must be treated
Regarding the rst point there is some evidence that a complete set of
reduced demisyllables is not necessary DC Po In the experiment
described here we examined the second point	 namely coarticulation at
syllable boundaries
All possible consonant combinations were studied with an inbetween
syllable border	 and also	 if not prohibited by German phonotactics	 within
the syllable in onset or coda The items were extracted from  specically
designed passages read by a male and a female speaker the latter was also
the speaker for the female voice of our synthesis system About  items
were investigated	  from each speaker For each sound combination the
range of possible realizations was determined	 and a standard realization
was established as well as hypercorrect and reduced forms Temporal as
pects were also investigated
   Devoicing
Voiced fricatives and plosives are often devoiced when preceded by an un
voiced obstruent	 regardless of their position see Figure  With the ex
FIGURE  Dierent levels of devoicing for fricatives extracted from 	uent speech

left  completely devoiced middle  partially devoiced right  voiced The arrows
mark the fricatives
ception of z which becomes s	 the devoiced sounds are distinguishable
from their unvoiced counterparts devoiced b	d	g are less aspirated and
have a weaker burst than p	t	k St Ke	 a devoiced v has less
intensity than an f The liquids l	r are also subject to devoicing with
r more than l Ko For liquids	 the position of the syllable boundary
determines the degree of devoicing A syllableinitial l preceded by a k
as in weglaufen vkl uaYfn is less likely to be devoiced than an l in
the second position of the onset as in Wehklage veklag Nasals are
only devoiced when preceded by a homorganic stop in reduced position
  Assimilation
Assimilation usually involves manner or place of articulation Plosives are
often assimilated to a following nasal	 lateral	 or fricative The combination
tS is produced with a retracted t to match the place of articulation of
the S Wa The stop in the combinations pm and tl and in similar
pairs is released by lowering the velum or lifting the tongue blades	 the
articulatory gesture to produce the following sound MM In all these
cases the two sounds are e
ectively articulated together and cannot be
separated They are frequent in German	 and a syllable boundary is often
present between the two sounds see Figure 
FIGURE  Stopnasal combinations extracted from 	uent speech The arrows
mark the nasal releases As with plosiveplosive combinations the stop is not
released when both sounds are homorganic 
middle and right
  Position of the Syllable Boundary
Withinsyllable combinations are more likely to be reduced Devoicing is
more common	 and stops are less aspirated It is generally held that a t
after a syllableinitial S in words like Drehstuhl dreStul is unaspi
rated	 while a syllableinitial t in the same context in a word like Tis
chtuch tiStux is aspirated Fm This di
erence is statistically signif
icant Utest	 p   	 however	 among the data there are aspirated stops
in the second position of the onset as well as unaspirated syllableinitial
ones The realization depends on the syllables prominence Ko
  Pre and Postvocalic Consonants
Di
erences between pre and postvocalic realizations of a phoneme can be
observed	 especially for liquids a vowel with a following postvocalic liquid
is often produced like a diphthong Ra	 and	 sometimes	 postvocalic liq
uids are just indicated by a slight change in the formants of the preceding
vowel and an elongated duration He In general	 the preceding vowel
has a strong inuence on liquids and nasals and also on dorsal obstruents
Intervocalic consonants bear more resemblance to their prevocalic coun
terparts	 at least in the acoustic domain investigated here see Figure 
SKT Bo
FIGURE  Contextdependent rounding of the S and its acoustic manifesta
tion as lowered formantlike structure between  and  kHz The two leftmost
examples show an intervocalic S that is articulated compatible to the follow
ing vowel The four rightmost examples demonstrate the in	uence of the syllable
boundary on the combination Sl 
left  after S middle left middle right and
right  before S The thick line inside the spectrogram denotes the formantlike
strucure aicted by lip rounding
  Conclusions
A unit inventory based on a phonological syllable denition Tw will
inevitably lead to unnatural and hypercorrect synthetic speech On the
other hand	 there are noticeable di
erences between phoneme realizations
in the coda compared to those in the onset A syllable based inventory
structure is appropriate for the synthesis of German speech as long as a
syllable is dened in a phonetical and not phonological way However	
there are doubts whether such a denition can be accomplished Ko
The solution proposed here is designed to avoid the explicit placement of
a syllable boundary between two nuclei
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 Inventory Structure and Concatenation Rules
 Concatenation Methods
There are three ways to concatenate two units Their di
erences are exem
plied by the construction of the n in ana
  Diphone concatenation takes place inside a sound A sound suitable
for diphone concatenation must have some kind of stable part insen
sitive to contextual inuences The n in ana is synthesized by
combining units an and na in the middle or a suitable place
Kr CI of the n
  Hard concatenation is the simplest case of putting two sounds to
gether This happens at each syllable boundary in standard demi
syllable systems In the example ana the units a and na are
concatenated
  Soft concatenation also takes place at segment boundaries However	
the concatenation is smoothed by including the transitions that would
appear in natural speech A certain overlap between the two units
is necessary As anticipatory coarticulation is assumed to be more
important than persistent coarticulation the overlap is primarily pro
vided by the rst unit The n in ana is generated by the units
an and na	 but	 unlike diphone concatenation	 the concatenation
takes place at the beginning of the n While the transition to the
nasal and the anticipatory lowering of the velum is preserved inside
the rst a	 the realization of the intervocalic n is determined by
the following vowel Furthermore	 the concatenation point is located
at a point of change in the spectrum Spectral jumps at this point
are not as o
ending as inside a supposedly stable part of speech
  Inventory Structure
The mixed inventory structure MIS is designed to avoid hard concatena
tion whenever possible Inside a vowel diphone concatenation is performed	
while soft concatenation is the method of choice whenever consonants are
involved Seven types of units are used
 Initial demisyllables  elements with voiced and unvoiced ver
sions for the initial consonants that can be devoiced Here	 initial
demisyllable means sequence of consonants that share articulatory
gestures with a following vowel Consequently	 units like pni or
tlu are included
 Final demisyllables  elements These units are like classical demi
syllables but without voiceless fricatives except x and c or com
binations of obstruents Due to the German syllable nal devoicing
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rule only voiceless obstruents appear in a coda These sounds are
synthesized by soft concatenation of suxes see below
 Suxes  elements consisting of voiceless fricatives and obstruent
combinations in rounded and unrounded versions
 Consonantconsonant diphones  elements to smooth problematic
syllable boundaries and to allow synthesizing words that do not obey
the phonotactics of German
 Vowelvowel diphones  elements to smooth transitions between
vowels whenever the glottal stop is missing or eliminated due to re
duction
 Syllables or syllable parts containing syllabic consonants  ele
ments because context dependencywas found to be especially promi
nent in such syllables A pilot study with  of these units has con
rmed the perceptual salience of such units Po
 Syllables with  and voiced initial plosives  elements These
syllables are very common prexes in German	 and diphone concate
nation inside the  is especially dicult because of the context
dependency of the 
 Inventory De	nition
The exact inventory denition was achieved by analyzing a machine read
able pronunciation dictionary with more than 	 entries In this dic
tionary	 inected forms appear only when irregular Due to the exible
sux concept	 even the most complicated German inections like rpsts
in Herbsts hrpsts or mpfst in kampfst kmpfst are supported
whereas	 in a genuine demisyllable system	 every possibility will have to be
covered by a special unit Many foreign words even with nasal vowels or
nonsyllabic vowels are supported	 for instance Chance Sas	 Szene
stsen	 Dschungel dcYl or Skorpion skArp on The complete
inventory consists of  units	 which is in the order of standard invento
ries for German about  diphones in the German version of the CNET
synthesizer Bo	 and more than  demisyllables in a demisyllable
inventory KA
 Concatenation Rules
The complex structure of the inventory requires a complex set of rules
describing the unit selection Only the major principles are described here
see Po for a complete explanation of the concatenation A phonemic
string like dapmYrksn is converted into a list of synthesis units in two
steps
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  For each syllable nucleus an environment is determined If no special
nucleus eg a syllabic consonant is present	 the longest matching
initial demisyllable and the longest matching nal demisyllable are
selected Final obstruent clusters are represented by a list of suf
xes that are combined using soft concatenation The principle is to
maximize the environment for each nucleus with no respect to any
phonologically dened syllable
In our example	 dapmYrksn the following syllable nucleus environ
ments are obtained
 dap with da and ap
 pmYrks with pmY	 Yrk the k is deleted and ks
 ksn

 with syllabic n

 as one unit the  is deleted to simulate
its elision due to reduction
  The nucleus environments are concatenated If there is an overlap
between two adjacent environments	 the pertinent sounds of the rst
environment are deleted This adhoc rule assumes the validity of the
maximumonset principle The transition to the following deleted
sound is still present in the last sound of the rst nucleus environ
ment The results described in Section 	 however	 indicate that such
a simple procedure may sometimes fail Work is in progress to de
termine the best places for concatenation by minimizing the spectral
distances in the overlapping areas and by appropriate rules describing
phenomena related to the position of the syllable boundary	 such as
lip rounding Figure  or aspiration In our experience	 in more than
! of all cases there is an overlap of at least one sound
If two nucleus environments meet without overlap	 two possibilities
exist
 Hard concatenation is allowed This holds	 for instance	 when
the second environment begins with a glottal stop
 Hard concatenation is prohibited For instance	 concatenating
n and g is not permitted because of the partially velar
ized n before g in natural speech This phenomenon is in
stead modeled by the use of an intermediate diphone diphone
concatenation The appearance of a sound pair in a special
diphone table determines whether hard concatenation between
these sounds is allowed or not
In the unlikely case less than ! that there are sounds not repre
sented by one or the other of two adjacent nucleus environments	 a
set of exception diphones is dened These units	 in part extracted
from other units	 allow synthesizing every possible combination of
German sounds
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In our example	 the following will happen
 dap and pmYrks  the p from the rst environment is
deleted
 pmYrks and ksn

  the ks sux from the rst environ
ment is deleted
The nal result is then
 Initial demisyllable da
 Final demisyllable ap p is deleted in this unit
 Initial demisyllable pmY
 Final demisyllable Yrk k ist deleted in this unit
 Syllable with syllabic consonant ksn


Whenever a vowel is involved	 diphone concatenation takes place
Everywhere else soft concatenation is performed
 Perceptual Evaluation
To check whether the new mixed inventory structure MIS meets our ex
pectations	 two perception experiments were carried out a pair comparison
test with standard inventory structures	 and a segmental intelligibility test
 Pair Comparison
A test set of  words was used It mimics the properties of the German
sound architecture to a large extent	 ie	 sound frequency	 sound num
ber per word	 and syllable number per word Demisyllables	 diphones	 and
mixed units necessary to synthesize these words were dened	 spoken by
a male speaker	 recorded with  kHz sampling rate	 and segmented by
hand A complete diphone method was assumed	 ie	 all sound pairs are
represented by their own unit We decided to treat combinations of a long
vowel and a following  as two sounds This decision is questionable
Ko but reduces the number of units considerably Moreover	 as our
results indicate see below	 at least the combinations of a vowel and a
following l must receive the same treatment The demisyllable denition
was adopted from KA Altogether	  units were generated Whenever
possible	 unitsharing was performed insofar as	 for instance	 the diphone
na	 the demisyllable na and the MIS unit na were extracted from
the same utterance Prosodic manipulations were carried out using the TD
PSOLAalgorithm MC The original temporal structure was used	 and
all versions of a word had the same intonation contour A pair comparison
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FIGURE  Results of a pair comparison between the mixed inventory a demi
syllable inventory and a diphone inventory
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FIGURE  Results of a comparison between the mixed inventory a demisyllable
inventory and a diphone inventory The preference number is displayed for each
test word
FIGURE  Comparison of two versions of the word fahrt ft 
left  diphone
version right  demisyllablemixed version The dashed lines indicate positions
where two units meet
test was used to assess quality di
erences Ten subjects participated The
outcome of the test Figure  is a signicant 
 
test	 p    advan
tage of the new mixed inventory over demisyllables ! vs ! preference
rate	 and over diphones ! vs ! preference rate A result in its own
right is the preference of diphones to demisyllables ! vs !	 which
is also signicant 
 
test	 p   
A separate analysis for each test word Figure  shows that the di
phone versions of some words performed poorly	 especially for words with
postvocalic liquids for instance fahrt ft Figure  or Mulltonne
myltAn	 while the demisyllable versions of some other words with large
coarticulatory e
ects across syllable boundaries had very bad preference
values for instance angeschlossen angSlAsn Figure  or Stadt
mitte Statmit The mixed inventory structure produced no severe
outliers and turned out to avoid the weaknesses of the standard paradigms
  Segmental Intelligibility
The segmental intelligibility was explored by the SAM segmental test CG	
Po The test assesses consonant intelligibility in CV	 VC	 and VCV con
texts All German consonants are combined with the vowels a	i	u In the
VC	 the CV	 and the VCV contexts 	  and  items were included	
FIGURE  Comparison of two versions of the word angeschlossen angSlAsn

left  demisyllable version right  mixed version The dashed lines indicate
positions where two units meet The nal syllabic nasal on the right picture
could not be modeled with the demisyllable inventory used in this test
respectively The open response form allows analyzing the confusions be
tween the sounds without external constraints The synthesized stimuli
were recorded on a DAT tape and presented over headphones Eighteen
subjects participated
Figure  displays the results for the three contexts in comparison with
the values obtained in an earlier investigation Po for a human voice
and the synthesis system HADIFIX Po There is a noticeable decrease
in the error rates for the new synthetic voice with the mixed inventory VC
!	 CV !	 VCV ! compared to the HADIFIX voice Indeed	 in
the VC and the CV context the di
erences between human and synthetic
voice are not signicant ttest	 p   In the VCV context	 however	
the error rate for the MIS voice is still three times as high as the one for a
human voice Possible sources of these errors for the MIS voice are
  VC context There is only one case of systematic misinterpretation
The stimulus an was understood as a in one third of all re
sponses A more carefully pronounced unit could solve this problem
Otherwise	 the synthetic voice is as intelligible as a human voice
  CV context More than ! of all errors were caused by misunder
standing hi as ti or ci	 and hu as bu	 tu	 ku	 or
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FIGURE  Segmental intelligibility of VC CV and VCV consonants The mixed
inventory 
MIS is compared to the HADIFIX inventory and to a human voice
fu Similar results were obtained for the human voice The high
error rates for h seem not to be caused by bad synthesis	 but by
dicult discrimination of h with closed vowels ha was always
recognized correctly Other error sources were b ! error rate	
S ! error rate	 and c ! error rate Most of these errors
occured in combination with i No other systematic problems were
detected
  VCV context In this context	 h was also problematic ! error
rate Voiced apical obstruents were perceived as voiceless ! error
rate Nasals were sometimes confused ! error rate	 ana with
aa	 ini with imi	 and	 very often	 uu with unu Syn
thetic intervocalic nasals and h must be modelled in a better way
to reach the segmental intelligibility of their natural counterparts
Intervocalic h is	 in fact	 the only intervocalic consonant for which
hard concatenation is performed	 and this may be the primary source
of the increased confusion rate compared to the other consonants
The segmental intelligibility of the MIS inventory almost meets the stan
dard set by the intelligibility of human voices at least for this simple test
under laboratory conditions
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 Summary
This paper has described an inventory structure based on seven types of
units The denition was based on experiments investigating the relevant
acoustic and phonetic facts Elaborate concatenation rules allow the syn
thesis of natural sounding speech as conrmed in two di
erent evaluations
a pair comparison test with diphones and demisyllables	 and a segmental
intelligibility test
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